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1 Introduction: Form-Motion Interactions in the Forest Primeval 
lrnagine a predator or prey darting interrnittcntly behind protective cover in a forest or jungle. 
As the animal moves, patterns of light and ;;hacle play upon its body through the overhanging 
l"oliage. 'l'besc moving regions mingle with the rnovernents caused on the anirnal'c; body as 
its limbs and muscles deform the textured patterns on its coaL 'I'he luminance and color 
contours between these rnoving regions rnay move in a. variety of directions that. do not 
necessarily point in the direction of the anirnal's physical movement. Rather, a scintillating 
mosaic of nroving contours ma.y be generated that could easily prevent its detection. 
Detecting an animal under these rather typical conditions in the wild is obviously of great 
ecological importance to an observer, whether predator or prey. Doing so, however, requires 
that the visual system of the observer be able to solve :oevera.l difficult perceptua.J problem;;, 
such as: How does the observer separate the forest cover from the moving animal itself, so 
that cover and animal can be indcpenclently recognized? In particular, how does the cover 
pop--out in front of the animal so that the contour;; of the animal are not confused with those 
of the cover? How is the scintillating rnosaic of rnoving contours reorganized into a coherent 
object percept with a unitary direction-of-motion? How are the intermittent appearances of 
t.hc animal integrated into a cont.inuous motion percept that is amodally completed behind 
t.he cover, thereby enabling the animal to more easily be tracked? How does this a.modally 
completed motion percept adapt itself to the animal's variable speed of locornotion 'I How 
doc;; attention track the animal's rnoving trajcct.ory? 
The problem of cover pop-out is a special case of the more gcneraJ problcrn of :J.J) figmc·· 
ground separation, which implicates mechanisms of clepthful boundary segrnenLation and 
smface representation within tire visual form perception system. Cornputing a colrcrcnl. 
direction-of.. motion may aho nra.ke usc' of form boundaries that group the animal's textures, 
as well as motion boundaries tha,t usc the Conn boundaries to propagate unambiguous 'notion 
clircctiou signals fronr the anirnal's outer contours to the arnbiguous scintillating mosaic 
within. 'fh is latter process realizes a type of "apparent rnotion" ., since it transfonns the actual 
rnotion inputs received frorn t.he a.nirnal into a difFerent rnotion percept. 'l'he interaction 
between texture and motion boundaries is, in addition, a type of fonn-rnotion interaction. 
l,'inally, the process whereby intennittcnt views, or flashes, or the animal are interpolated as 
it rnoves at variable speed;; is a type of long-range apparent rnotion. 'I'his process rna.y usc 
fornHnotion interactions to group the target "flashes" that are intcrmitt.ently seen by the 
ob:oerver before these groupings arc int.eqJolatccl by the motion systcmr. T'his process also 
invokes figure-ground separation to arrrodally cornplcte the apparent rnotion signals behind 
the occluding cover. 
2 Neural Models of Visual Form and Motion 
Neural network rnodels of !row the:oe several pcrccptua.l processes work have been progre:o· 
sively developed during recent yea.rs (e.g. Chcy cl a!., 1995a, 1995b; Francis and Grossberg, 
l99Ga, 1996b; Francis et al., 1994; Grossberg, 1983, 1987a, 1991, 1994). Other successful 
rnoclcls have focused upon processes of visual filtering (Cimbb and Sperling, 1989; Wiloon 
and Kim, HJ94; Malik and Perona, 1990; Reichardt, 1961; Sutter cl a!., HJ89; van Santcn and 
Sperling, 1981!, 1985). 'fhe prc;;ent rnodels include Jil1,ering as well as grouping proce;;scs, 
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and have shown how the requirements of grouping suggest additional constraints that help 
to derive the filters that feed the grouping processes. 
The present chapter reviews several of these model processes, including how long-range 
apparent rnotion interpolates .intermittent flashes; how occluding objects a.ncl their bound-
aries arc separated from, and pop-out in front of, occluded objects; how forrn-rnotion intcra.c·· 
tions can use contours generated within the form systcrn to generate rnotion percepts within 
the motion system; how Uw rnotion signals of an intermittently viewed, occluded object may 
be a.modally completed behind the occluding cover; and how spatial attention may track the 
amoclally completed trajectory. 
3 An Introduction to Apparent Motion 
Exner (1875) provided the first empirical evidence thai. the visual perception of motion was 
a distinct perceptual qua.lity, rather than being merely a series of spatially cli:,;placcd static 
percepts over time. He did this by placing two sources of elec:t.rica.l sparks close together in 
space. When the sparks were Hashed with an appropriate tenrporal interval between them,. 
observers reported a. cornpelling percept of continuous rnotion of a. single flash from one lo-
cation to another, even though neither flash actually rnovcd. At shorter temporal intervals, 
flashes look sirnultaneous and stationary. At longer intervals, they look like :,;uccessivc sta-
tionary flashes, with no intervening rnotion percept. When the spatiotemporal pa.rarnetcrs 
of the display arc suboptimal, a. "ii.gureless" or "objcct.less" motion called phi m.ol.ion is per-
ceived, wherein a. sense of rnotion without a clearly clc!incd forrn is perceived. A srnooth and 
continuous motion of a. perceptually wcll-dcfinccl fonn is callccl bela. ·motion, a.ncl typically 
occurs a.t a larger interstirnnlus interval, or lSI, between the offset of one flash a.ncltlre onset 
of the next flash. 
This clas;;ical demonstration of apparent motion was followed by a. series of rernarkablc 
discoveries, particularly by gestalt psychologists, concerning the properties of rnoi.ion per· 
ception. It was noticed that a. clecrca.sc in lSI causes the speed of the interpolatinp; rnotion 
to increase (1\olcrs, HJ72). A motion percept can also srnool.hly interpolate Hashes separated 
by clifl"erent distances, speeding up if necessary to cross a longer distance at a fixed IS!. If 
a more intense flash follows a less intense flash, the perceived motion can travel backwards 
from the second flash to the first flash. This percept is called delia molion (Kolers, 1972; 
1\ortc, 1915). Ga:m.ma motion is the apparent expansion at the onset. of a. single flash, or its 
contract.ion at its ofrset (Bartley, HH I; 1\olcrs, I 972). A sirnilar cxpansion-thcn-contra.cl.ion 
rnay be perceived when a region is sudclcniy da.rkcnecl relative to its background, and then 
restored to the background lurninancc. 
If a white spot on a gray background is followed by a nearby black spot on a. gray 
background, then motion between the spots can occur while the percept changes from white 
to black a.l. an intcrrnediate position. Likewise, a red spot followed by a. green spot em a white 
background leads to a. continuous rrwtion percept combined with a binary switch from red 
to green along the motion pathway (J\olers and von Griinau, HJ75; Squires, HJ:l.L; van cler 
Waals and Roelofs, 1930, 19:lJ; Wertheimer, I 912/1961 ). 'I'hese results show that the motion 
rncchanisrn can cornbine visual stimuli corresponding to cli!fercnt colors, or even oppo0itc 
directions-of--contrast. Cornplex tradco!fs between Jla.sh lurninancc), duration, distance, and 
lSI in the generation of rnotion percepts were also discovered. For example, the rninirnurn 
lSI for perceiving motion increases with increasing spatial separation of the inducing flashes. 
This property is sometimes called I\:orte's 'I'hircl Law (Boring, 1950; 1\:olers, 1972; Korte, 
1915). A similar threshold decrease with distance occurs in the minimum stimulus onset 
asynchrony, or SOA, which is the difference between the flash onset times. Interestingly, 
whereas the minirnmn IS! decreases with Jlash dmation, the minirnum SOA increases with 
flash duration. 
'T'hesc discoveries raised perplexing issues concerning the nature of the long-range brain 
interaction that generates a continuous motion percept between two stationary flashes. vVhy 
is this long-range interaction not perceived when only a single light is flashed? In particular, 
why are not outward waves of motion signals induced by a. single flash? How does a motion 
signa.! get generated from the location of the first flash after the first !lash terminates, and 
only after the second flash turns on? How doe:; the motion signal adapt itself to the variable 
distances and ISis of the second Hash, by speeding up or slowing down accordingly? ln 
particular, how ca.n the motion signal adapt to the lSI between two flashes even though such 
adaptation e<UJ only begin after the first flash is over'1 1 like to call this the ESP Problem. 
'l'be figural organiy,ation of motion stimuli can also influence motion percepts. The 'I'ernus 
displays provide a cla:;sical example ('fern us, I 926/1950). In Frame I of a 'I'emus display, 
three white clmnents arc placed in a horiy,onta.l row on a black background (or conversely). 
After an lSI, in l''rame 2 all three elements arc shil'ted to the right so that the two rightward 
elernents in Frame 1 arc in the same loca.lions as (.he two leftward clernents in Frarne 2. 
Depending on the IS!, the observer perceives either of i'oll!' percepts. At very short ISis, all 
four clenrents appear simultaneous. At long ISis, observers do not perceive motion at all. At 
ISis slighi.ly longer than those yielding simult;weity, the lcftrnost clement in Frame J appears 
to jump to the rightmost element in Fnunc 2. 'fhis percept is called clement nwlion. At 
sorncwhat. longer ISis, all three flashes sccrn to move together between Frame J and Frame 2. 
'fhis is called yroup m.oiion. 
'T'he 11crccpt of group motion might suggest that 'l'crnus percepts are due to a cognitive~ 
process that groups the flashes into attended objects, and that 1notion perception occurs 
only after object perception. Such an explanation is not, however, made easily consistent 
with the percept of clcrncnt 1notion. It has been <lrgucd, for cxarnple, that at short lSls, the 
vismtl persistence of the brain's response to the two rightrnost flashes of Fra.rnc J continues 
until i.lw two lcftrnost flashes of Frarnc 2 occur (Braclclick, I 980; Hraddic:k and A ell arc!, J 978; 
llrcitmcycr and Hitter, 1986; Pantle and Pctersik, 1980). As a result, nothing changes at 
these two flash locations when Frame 2 occurs, ;;o they do not seem to move. 'I'his l.ype of 
explanation suggests that al. least pa.rt. of the apparent rnotion percept is dctcnnincd at early 
processing stages. lt does not, however, explain how we see element rnotion. In particular, 
why docs not the element rnotion percept collide with the two stationary flash percepts? 
What kind of perceptual space can carry clement rnotion across, or over, the stationary 
fla.shc,s? 
Reverse-contrast 'l'ernus motion also suggests that rnotion properties may be determined 
at early processing stages. ln this para.clign1, three white spots on a gray background in 
Frarnc 1 arc followed by three black spots on a. gray background in Frarne 2 (sec Figure 1). 
At the ISis where clcrnent 1notion previously occurred, group 1notion now occms (Pantle a.ncl 
Picciano, 1976). How docs a. change of contrast between Frame 1 and Frame 2 obliterate 
element motion? Docs it do so by altering the effects of visual persistence on Frame 2'1 
;j 
Figure I 
A unified am;wer to all of these questions has recently been developed in a neural model of 
motion perception that clarii1es the functional significance of many apparent rnotion percept;; 
(Gro;;;;bcrg, 1991; Grossberg and JV!ingolla, 1993; Grossberg and Rudel, 1989, 1992). Perhap;; 
the simplest wch model is schernatizcd in Figure 2. Jt is called a Motion Oriented Contrast-
Sensitive Filter, or MOC Filter, and will be described in greater detail in Section 16. 'I'he 
entire model of nrot.ion segmentation consists of multiple copies of the MOC Filter, each 
corresponding to a different range of receptive field ;;izes, and each of which inputs to a 
grouping, or binding, network that is called the !Vlotion Oriented Cooperative Competitive 
Loop, or MOCC Loop. 'I'a.ken together, these M OC Filters and MOCC Loops are called the 
!Vlotion Bonndary Contour System, or !Vlotion BCS. 
The i:Vlotion BCS is clc:oigned to posscfis the minirnal nurnber of processing stages that 
are capable of tracking a.n object's direction-of-motion independent of whether the object's 
several pa.rts a.re da.rker than or lightc~r t.ha.n the b<tckground upon which they arc moving. 
Cirossbcrg and Rudel (1992) showed that each of the !VfOC Filter's processing stages is needed 
to explain cla.ta. about beta. motion, ga.rnrna motion, delta. rnot,ion, 'I'crnus rnotion, reverse 
motion, and related types of motion. 'I'hc model's dynamics thereby illnstra.tc how oeemingly 
pa.ra.cloxical apparent rnotion data rna.y be explained a.s ernergent properties of ecologically 
useful design constraints on the tracking of real rnoving objects. 
Figure 2 
4 Variable-Speed Apparent Motion and Continuous Tracking 
I will first Cocus on one key process of the iVlOC~ Filter; na.rncly, how large variations in lSI 
at fixed distance can be continuously interpolated, and how large varia.tiom; in distance at 
fixcciiSl arc intcrpolatccl within a !War-constant amotrnt of tirnc (l<olers, 1972). Given the 
ecological interpretation of apparent motion ao a target tracking :oignal in a cluttered envi-
ronment, this property mca.no that Uw apparent rnotion signal can continuously interpolate 
the trajectory of a. target that rnoves with variable speed behind variably :opacccl and si"ccl 
occluclers. The rnechanism that achieves this is posited to exist between Levelo 11 ancl ti in the 
MOC f•'ilter of Figure 2. It is a Slll'[Jri:oingly :;irrrplc mccha.nisrn and utilizes cornponents that 
arc generally familiar to psychologists: tcrnporally decaying responses to stimuli input to a 
Gaussian filter whose rcsponocs are sharpened by lateral inhibition. H.emarka.bly, in response 
to temporally successive inputs to the Gaussian filter at different locations, a traveling wave 
can he gcncratccl from the Jirst input location to the second input location, and the peak of 
this wave, which is contrast-enhanced by lateral inhibition, generates a focal activation that 
speeds up or slows down with incrca.~cs or dccrea.~cs of distance or lSI as in the data .. 
5 G-Waves for Long-Range Apparent Motion 
How are long-range apparent rnotion signals generated in ~uch a rnodel? Figure :l schcrnatizcs 
bow a llash at Level I (Figure :la.) leads to a focal activation at Level 5 (Figure :k) after it 
activates the long-range Gaussian Jiltcr that joins Level 1[ to Level 5 (Figure :Jb ). 'fhc broad 
:) 
Gaussian activation of Level 5 is sharpened into a focal activation by lateral inhibition, or 
competition, among the Level 5 cells. 
Figure 3 
Figure 11 shows how this input activation looks in tirnc. 'I'he input to Level J (Figure 4a.) 
generates a slowly decaying temporal trace (Figure 11 b) that has been called "visual inertia" 
by AnsLis and Hama.chandran (HJ87). When this trace is fed through the Gaussian Jiltcr, 
it generates a spatially distributed input to Level 5 (.hat waxes and wanes through time, 
without spreading across space (Figure 4c). 'I'he rna.ximum value of this input does not 
move. Hence a single flash does not cause a. rnovcrnent across space. 
Figure 4 
Suppose, however, that two locations both input through overlapping regions of the 
Gaussian filter, and that the activation in response to a flash at the Jlrst location is decaying 
while activation is growing in response to a flash at the second location (Figure 5). Under 
these circumstances, the lola/ input to Level 5 from both Jla.shcs is the 0um of a temporally 
waning Gaussian plus a temporally waxing Gaussian, as in Figure 6a .. Under appropriate 
conditions, this sum rcpre;;cnts a. wave who;;c maximum travels continuously in time frorn 
the location of the fir;;t flash to the location of the second Jlash. After conrpctition selects the 
location of this maxirnunr, it represent;; a continuously rnoving peak of activation between 
the Hashe;; (Figure Gb ). 
Figure 5 
In surnrnary, the tirnc- and space-averaged rcspon;;c0 to individual Hashes do not change 
their positions of rna.xirnal activation through time. In this sen0c, nothing rnovcs. When a 
;;cries of properly timed and ;;paced flashes is presented, however, the surn of the temporally 
ancl spatially averaged response0 that they generate can produce a continuously moving peak 
of activity between the positions of the stroboscopic flashes. This is an erncrgent property 
of network dyna.rnics, rather than a property of any cell acting alone. 
Figure (i 
6 Motion Speed-Up and Multiscale Coherence~ 
This Gaussian wave, called a C--wave, was discovered and rnathernat.ica.lly ana.lyscd in Gross-
berg (1977). 'l'hese results wa.itcd twelve years for publication in Grossberg ancl H .. uclcl (lDSD) 
because it took that long to unclcrstancl bow a long-range Gaussian filter could be fit into 
a larger theory of motion perception, such a.s the Motion BCS, that also includeo a role for 
;;uch other processes as transient cells and short--range spatial interactions. A G--wavc occurs 
whenever waxing ancl waning activation traces interact via. a spatial Gaussian kernel under 
appropriate spa.tioternporal conditions. One can therdow expect them to arise in a nunrbcr 
of brain systems. 'I'his section analyses when a G-wavc occurs and how it can speed up 
or 0low clown to fit changing 1ST ancl flash distance conditions. It also analyses how such 
waves remain superimposed in space when they arc processed by multiple Gaussian filters of 
variable size. 'l'hc reader who is not interested in the rna.tbcrnatical rnechanisrn of G-waves 
can skip directly to Section 7. 
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'fhe basic mathematical frarnework for proving G-wavc properties is straightforward. Let 
·;;~ denote the rate of change through time of a cell's activity, or potential, x. Let activity x1 
obey a leaky integrator equation in respom;e to its input J1 at position i. In particular, let 
flashes occm at positions i = 0 and i = !". 'I'ben 
d:to 
- = -A:ro + Jo dL 
defines (.he activity ~: 0 and input Jo a.t position 0, and 
(1) 
(2) 
docs the sarne at position L, where x0 (0) = :rr,(O) = 0. I•;qua.tions (1) and (2) rnay be 
integrated to !inc!: 
.To(/.)= (' C-A(t-v)Jo(v)rfv (3) Jo 
and 
(4) 
Let the inputs J 0 and Jr, switch on to the constant value J for a duration Tat times 0 and 
T ·+ J respectively, as in: 
J (L) = { J if 0 .. :'0 I :'0 'J' 0 0 if T < l (5) 
and 
J (t) = { J i_f '1.' +_1_:'0 l:::; 2T + 1 
I. . () if 2'/' + I < l (6) 
where ! i0 the lSI between the fla;;hes. 'l'hcn for tirne0 l between the on;;ct and offset of .h 
(T + I S l :'0 27' + I), 
(I) J (.! ··A'I')I.:-A(t··'l') :ro . = A . - c (7) 
and 
··. (I)- J (.1 ._-A(t '1'·1)) 
.I.J • . - -·-1 ·- ( . 
! 
(8) 
lly (7) and (8), :r0 (1) i0 decreasing while :r1.(l) i0 increasing. 
Let :t•o(l) and :1:r,(i.) pool their outputs at Level :J via the long-range Gaussian filter 
( ' ·[ (' ')2/')/'2] 
.:r.ii = exp --- ) - z ... "' , (9) 
as in Figure 6. For ;;implicity, replace index i by a continuurn of cello at po;;itions 10 in Level 
fl. Then Uw total input to position w of Level 5 iR 
') ( 1')2 ·----w~ - 'l.o ........ j 
T(w,!) = r0 (i)exp[ 21(2] + :rr.(i)exp[--2K2 ]. (10) 
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By (7) and (8), 
. 2 )2 
r J [ . - \T -;\(t-T) W -;\(t-T-1) ( W - L ] l(w.l)=-l(l-c'·)e exp[? 1,2 ]+(1---c )exp[ /"' ]. ' ! ~. \ 2. \ r (I 1) 
'T'hc first result shows under what combinations of pararm:ters the maxirnurn value of 
'l'(w, I) moves continuously from position w = 0 towards position ·w = /, through time. It 
also characterizes the maximum flash separation that can generate a G-wave in response to 
a Gaussian with size parameter ]( in (9). 
Theorem 1 (Apparent Motion) 
'fhc rna.ximum of T(v>, i) moves continuously from position w = 0 to position w = L if 
and only if 
L < 21\. (12) 
Proof: T'he rnaximurn values of T(w, i) occur only at locations w = w(t) such that 
DT( w,i) = O. 
ihu 
By (ll), such locations obey the equation 
c·1(t-T) - cA1 10 L(!, - 2w) 
I -AT .. = -.1--.. exp[ 'JF2 ] . 
-c · J-w ~\ 
'fhe function 
1Jl( t--T) _ CA I f(i) = --- .. 
. J - c ;l] 
(13) 
(14) 
(1.5) 
is an increasing l'tlllction of i. We wish to clctennine when the positions w = w(l) at which 
'/'(·w, 1) is rnaximal increase as a function of i. ln order for this to happen, the right. hand 
side or ( l~). narncly function 
( J G) 
rnust alw be: an increasing function of w, for all 0 <:: '~~' <:: /,, sinr:t~ then we: can solve for 
( J7) 
as an increasing; function of w for all 0 <:: w <:: L. 
Function g(w) is monotone increasing if g'(ru) > 0. Differentiating (Hi) shows that this 
condition holds if and only if the function 
h(w) = (L- w)[J - ~:~] + r.o ( J 8) 
satisfies 
h(w) > 0. (19) 
ln order for (19) to holcl for all 0 <:: w <:: L, the minin1um of h(w) for 0 <:: w <:: L rnust be 
8 
po;;itive. 'l'he minimum of h.(w) occnrs at w ==~,and equals 
L . 1} 
h(-;-) == L(l ~ 
1
,2 ). 2 4.\ (20) 
The number h.(~') is positive if (12) ho.lds. 
The next result provc:o that the apparent rnotion ;;ignal rcache:o the position w == ~ 
midway between positions w == 0 and w == L at a time i l that is independent, of L and 
2 
K. Independence of L illustrates how the wave speecl::: up to travel over larger intcrflash 
distances. Indepenclcnce of]( rneans tha.t wave ;;peed does nol depend upon the width J( 
of the Gaussian filter, just 00 long as the filter is wide enough to support a wave. 'l'his 
rneans that the speed-up property enables multiple spatial scales in the motion perception 
systcrn to generate G-waves that are all spatially coincident. (Figure 7). Because of thi0 
property, a coherent rnotion percept ma.y be synthesized frorn data. from all the spatial scales 
of long-range motion filLers that are activated by the stimulus. 
Theorem 2 (Equal Half-Time Property) 
'J'he tirne at which the rnotion signa.! reaches position w = ~ is 
• • 1 [ AI · -AT l /1 == 1 + -1ln c + ( 1 ~ c ) . 2 I . (21) 
Proof: By (17), we need to cornpute i = .r-r (g(w)) when w = ~,namely 
'·-t((L)) i~=J .92. (22) 
By (Hi), 
/, 
g(2) =I. 
1-:quation (21.) follows irnmcdiatdy frorn (2:3), (H)., and (I G). 
Figure 7 
7 Spatial Attention Shifts and Target Tracking by the Where 
Cortical Stream 
In Grossberg (1991 ), l suggested that long-range apparent rnotion, including the property of 
motion speed-up, could be used to help track rapidly moving objects that rnay be perceived 
only intcnnitl.cnUy. It was wggcst.ed that a G-wave could give rise to certain spatial shifts 
in attention, such as those reported by Ericksen and Murphy (1987), Kwak, l)a,gcnbach, 
and Egeth (1991), LaBerge and Brown (1989), and Remington and Pierce (1984). 'l'hus il' a 
targeted predator or prey rapidly rnovecl across a ;;cenc, perhaps darting behind protective 
cover, then a C:-wave could interpolate thc;;e temporally discrete views with a continnons 
motion signal that adapts its speed to the varying ;;peed of the target. Such a continuous 
motion signal could activate the spatial attention system, where it could be nscd to predict 
the location and speed of the targeL, and to command motor responses accordingly. 'fhe 
results of I<wak, Dagen bach, and Egeth (1991) and of Remington and Pierce (1984) are of 
particular interest, since (.hey reported that spatial attention, just like long-range apparent. 
motion, could speed up to cover variable distances in equal time. 
'fhc hypothesis that a G-wave may give rise to a ::;patial attention shift is consistent 
with the fact that the motion perception cortical procc::;sing ::;t.rcarn, labeled Ina.gnoccllular 
in Figure 8, is part of a. larger \;\/here processing stream that. includes cortical region MT 
as well as parietal cortex. 'I'he MOC Filter is hypothesized to rnoclcl aspects of the V 1-> 
]\IJT processing strearn and thus feeds into parietal cortex. The Where processing stream 
computes the locations of targets with respect to a.n observer and helps to direct attention 
and action towards them (Gooda.le and Milner, 1992; lvlishkin, Ungerlicder, and Macko, 
1983; Ungerliedcr and Mishkin, 1982). Data con::;i:;tent with l.hc prediction that a G-wave 
inl.crpolal.ive procc:;:; occurs in the Where stream have recently been recorded frorn the 
po:;l.crior parietal cortex of rnonkeys (Albright, 1995; Assad a.ncl !VJaunscll, 1995). In contrast, 
the form perception processing stream, labeled parvocellula.r in Figure 8, is part of a larger 
What processing strearn that includes region Y4 as well as infcrotcmpora1 cortex. 'I'he 
What processing ::;trcam generates representations of object form and color and uses thcrrr to 
recognize tire objects based upon prior learning (Desimone, 1 991, 1992; Desimone, Schein, 
Moran, a.ncl Ungerleider, 1985; Desimone and Ungerlciclcr, 1 989; Gochin, 1990; Gochin, 
Miller, Cros:;, and Gerstein, 1991; Harries ancl Perrett, 1991; Miller, Li, ancl Desimone, 
1991; Mishkin, 1982; Mishkin and Appen~ellcr., HJ87; Perrett, Mistlin .. and Chitty, 1987; 
Riches, Wilson, and llrown, HJ9l; Schwartz, De::;imonc, Albright, and Gross, 198:3; Spitzer, 
Desimone, and Moran, Hl88). 
Figure 8 
In c:valuating the hypothesis that long--range apparent motion inputs to spatial atten-
tion rnechanisrns, it nec:d:; to be kept in rnind that a spatially continuous rnotion signal is 
genc~ratcd only under certain ::;pa.tioternporal conditions, that the speed of the rnotion signal 
iB nonunil'orrn in t.irne (see Grossberg and Rudel, 1992), and that c;patia.lly discrete jurnp::; 
in activat.iorr rna.y occur in case:; where continuous motion i:; not. obsc)rved; for exarnplc, if 
L > 2/(' in ( 12). The:;c properties rnay hc:lp to clarify wmc or the variability in data. about 
how quickly attention shifts under difFerent conditions and whether it does so continuously 
or dic;crctcly. 
8 Amodal Completion of Motion Signals Behind Occluding Forms 
The above discussion clarifies how a long-range apparent. motion G-wave can interpolate 
continuous rnot.ion signal:; between internriltent.ly seen targets. H rernains to explain how 
occluding objects can pop-out in front of amoving target and how a C:-wa.vc can be amocla.lly 
conrplet.cd behind the occluders in response to intcnnittcnt views of the target. 
Our rnodcl of how this happens includes the following features. In addition to a rno" 
tion BCS rnodcl of how Vl -> M'I' interactions within the Where cortical processing c;trea.rn 
generate boundary segrncntations of rnotion signals, the model also analyses aspects of vi-
sual prcJCec;:;ing in i.lw What cortical processing strcarn. 1t includes a static BCS model 
of how the VI -> \12 -> \14 Inter blob strearn gcncratec; :3-D boundary segmentations of 
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object form (Francis, Grossberg, and iV!ingolla, 1994; Grossberg, 1987a, HJ94; Grossberg 
and McLoughlin, 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, l985b, 1987) and a parallel Feature 
Contour System (FCS) of how the V1 __ , V2 --> V4 Blob stream generates 3-D surface rep-
resentations of object brightness and color (Arrington, 1994; Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; 
Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and M ingolla, l985a; Grossberg and 'l'oclorovi(:, J 988; Grossberg 
and Wysc, HJ91; Pessoa, Mingolla, and Neumann, 1995). 
All boundaries that are cornputed within the static BCS and motion BCS arc perceptually 
invisible. This is true because these boundary systems pool signals frorn detectors that 
arc sensitive to opposite contrast polarities. 'l'his pooling process completes boundaries 
around objects whose background texture and shading break the total object boundary into 
fragrnents with opposite contrast polarity, as in Figure 10. Such pooling occurs, for example, 
a.t the complex cell stage of the Static BCS. 
Figure 9 
A thorough ana.lysis of bow occluding objects pop-out. in front of occluded objects would 
take us too Far afield. For such an analysis, see Grossberg (19911.). Here a few key points 
are rnaclc in order to clarify the rnain factors that seern to be involved. The static BCS 
includes multiple BCS copies; sec Figure 10. Each BCS copy can generate a il-D boundary 
segmentation of scenic data that lies within a prescribed depth range J'rorn the observer. 
Other things being equal, the BCS boundaries of occluding objects generate inhibitory signa.ls 
that ckta.ch boundaries of occluded objects from them. ln other words, at the '1'-junctions 
where occluded objects intersect occluding objects, the stems of the 'J";; arc detached from 
their tops. As a rc~sulL of Llris operation, the bmmclaries that surround occluding objects 
1nay be cornplctcd but those around occluded objects arc broken. 
T'hesc BCS copies interact reciprocally with FCS copies. 'J'he HCS-to-FC:S signals (;;ee 
pathways () in Figure D) capture tho;;e monocular FCS color and brightness signals (from 
pathways 5 in Jc'igurc 9) that arc consistent with the copy's HCS boundary. 'J'hcsc FCS 
signals diffusively fill··in a surface representation within the corresponding FCS copy. This 
surface is attributed to the same depth range a.s the BCS copy itself. Because boundaries 
around occluded objects are broken, only the occluding objects can be successfully filled-in 
by this operation. Further processing alters this situation as follows. 
Hec:iproca.l FCS-to-BCS signals (pathwa.ys 7 in Figure 9) arc derived from the contours 
of successfully iillccl in rc:~gions, notably the surfaces of occluding objects. 'J'hese feedback 
signals excite, and thereby strengthen, boundaries at the HCS copy that activates their own 
surface\ They inhibit boundaries a.t their locations within BCS copies that represent larger 
depths. Before this inhibitory feedback acts, the boundaries of occluding objects could be 
represented at these larger depths too, clue to the action of a si~c··disparity correlation that 
gives rise to the dcpth··selcctive BCS cells. After the inhibitory feedback acts, these redundant 
boundaries of occluding objects arc inhibited and, along with them, their inhibition of t.hc 
occ:lucled bou1Hlaries is removed. 
'J\vo consequences result from FCS··l.O··BCS feedback: First, the boundaries that arc 
shared by occluding and occluded objects become selectively att.achccl, or bound, to the 
surface representation of the occluding object. "Boundary ownership" by occluding objects 
is herebv achieved. Second. as soon as occluder boundaries arc inhibited within the BCS 
.. ' 
copies that represent rnorc distant depths, then the occlndecl boundaries can be cornplctccl 
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behind the occluclers, whether as static illusory contours or moving G-waves. 'I'he illusory 
contours that arnodally complete the occluclecl parts of static forms are hypothesized to 
be computed within the lnterblob VI -> V2 -> V4 stream. 'I'he G-waves that interpolate 
intermittent views of a moving target a.re hypothesized to use a combination of VI --> M'I' 
motion interactions a.ncl VI ·-+ V2 -> fvl'I' form-motion intcractious. 
Figure 10 
9 Form-Motion Interactions 
The remainder of the chapter reviews recent modeling rc;;ults concerning how form-motion 
interaction;; occur: in particular, how computations of visual form within the Static BCS 
generate inputs to the Motion BCS where they influence percepts of motion, such as the 
motion of a. moving target behind intennittent occluding cover. More gcmcra.lly, these results 
concern the large issue of how l.hc visual system integrates visua.l fonn and motion infor-
mation to generate a coherent percept of moving form~. Ao noted above, many percept.;; of 
form are ernergent properties of images and scenes, much as illusory conVmrs help t.o group 
textured scenes into detectable objects (Beck, Prazclny, and Rosenfeld, J 98:3). It is also know 
known that rnany rnot.ion percepts depend on detection of form. Chubb a.nd Sperling (HJ91) 
described motion percepts that arc undetectable by some types of motion analysis and noted 
how detection of moving forrn might explain these percepts. Cavanagh and Mather (I ~J89) 
argued that some properties of apparent motion require detection of moving forrns. Wilson, 
Ferrera, and Yo ( 199:l) described how integration of lurninancc-basccl and form-based motion 
could help to explain percepts of rnoving plaids. 
Neurophysiological evidence of form ancl motion integration includes neurophysiological 
studies suggesting that. properties of rnotion (Albright, Desinrone, a.ncl Gross, I 984; Maunscll 
and van Essen, 1983: Mikami, Newsorne, and Wurt", 198Ga.) and apparent motion (Nlikarni, 
Newsorne, a.ncl Wml", 198Gb; Newsorne, Mikarni, and Wurt%, I 'l8G) are represented in the 
procc~0ing strearn of visual cortex that includes a.rca MT. Von der Ilcydt, Pctcrhans, and 
Baumgartner (I CJS:I) and Petcrhans and von cler Heydt (1989) have reported evidence that 
the interblob cortical strearn generates crnergcnt properties of visual l"onn, notably in area 
V2. Given these parallel cortical processing strea.rns for fonn and rnotion processing, a.t what 
processing stagc:o do form a.ncl motion proce;,sing interact? One possible link i0 between 
cortical areas \12 and M'f (lkYoc and van Essmr, 1988). 
Grossberg (1991) outlined a model that suggested how a Vl -> V2 _, M'J' link between 
fonn and motion processing mechanisms could play two related funcl.iona.l roles. First, such 
a. connection would allow tire rnotion detecting system to respond to diverse perceptual 
groupings, such as illusory contours and segmentations of textures. Second, it was explained 
how the model l"onn processing rncchanisrns could rna.kc finer cli~parit.y ma.tclws t.ha.n coulcl 
its rnotion processing rnechanisms, in a. rnanner cornpatiblc with neurophysiological evidence 
about depth sensitivity from cells in V2 (von dcr Heydt, lliinny, and Diirst.eler, 1981) and Ivl'r 
(Logothetis, Schiller, Charles and Hurlbert, 1990; Schiller, Logothetis and Charles, l990a, 
L990b). 'fhus, the form-to-rnotion pathway could help the motion system create motion 
signals at the cornputcd depths of the perccptua.l grouping;;, thereby integrating fonn and 
motion data into consistent percepts of moving forms in depth, including n1overncnts of 
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grouped visual targets behind intermittent occluding cover. This analysis suggested at what 
processing stages outputs from the form system should input to the motion system. In 
particular, the form inputs arrive at the motion system prior to the Gaussian filter that 
generates G-waves. 
Francis and Grossberg (1996a.) developed the Grossberg (HJ91) proposal by rnocleling how 
to link the static llCS rnoclels of emergent boundary segmentation a.ncl the Motion BCS model 
of rnotion perception to l~xplain a.nd simulate data. about form-motion interactions. The 
model has thus far been used to analyse fonn a.nd motion percepts that mechanistically link0 
together several types of data. that heretofore have been treated separately. In particular, 
it links together data about the persistence of static irnages with data about Uw quality of 
apparent rnotion. 'I' he key idea. is to relate the time taken to generate and reset a persistent 
boundary segrncnta.tion in the form cortical stream (through V2) with threshold proper(.ic:; 
of apparent motion in the motion cortical stream (through MT). 'J'be model hereby use:; 
the dynamic characteristics of the fonn processing :;ystem to explain data about rnotion 
perception. 
As a fir:;t step in ana.ly2ing how an emergent form in V2 could influence a .motion percept 
in M'I', Franci:; and Grossberg (1996a) Birnula.ted visual displays that generate 2-D percept:; 
of apparent nrotion of rnoving forms. 'I'hcse result:; can be viewed as a probe of how a 
moving form within a particular depth plane influences the corresponding motion percept. 
'I'he analysi:; sirnulat.ecl three challenging scto of data, uoing a fixed :;et of model pararnetero, 
to test the model':; competence: 
(I) lllusory contour:; move in apparent rnotion a.ncl do not obey the inverse relationship 
between upper in1.erstirnulus interval (ISJ) thresholds and stirnulus duration that is char-
acteristic of lurninancc·bascd contour:; (Mather, 1988; Ramachandran, 1985; von Griina.u, 
1.979). 
(Il) Apparent motion can occur between one stirnulus defined by illuBory contours and 
a second stirnulus defined by lurninancc contrast (Cavanagh, Arguin and von C:riinau, 1989; 
von C:riinau, 1979). 
(Ill) Korte's Laws: For lurnina.nce-bascd st.irnuli, both upper ancl lower lSI thresholds an; 
inversely n:latcd to flash duration. 'I'he range of ISis capable of producing apparent motion 
narrows aB the spatial :;epamtion between the flashes increase:; (1\olcrs, UJ72; Korte, 191 :!; 
Neuhaus, J9:lO). 
These data. and how the model explain:; each of thcnr arc reviewed below. 
10 Apparent motion of illusory contours 
Several authors have shown that illusory contonrB ca.n rnove in apparent rnotion (Mather, 
1988; H.arnacha.ndran, 1985; von Griinau, 1979). From a.n ecological point of view, such a 
property would help the visual system to continuously track the rnotion of a textured target 
that is grouped by illusory contours as it intermittently emerges from occluding cover. !\ 
simple version of thio cornpetence was explored in an experirnent by H.arnachandran (1985), 
wherein subjects saw an illusory Kaniz:;a square on the left side and a jumbled set of lines on 
the right side. During the second tin1c period, the pac man circles that induced Uw Kanizsa 
square filled up and (.]w illusory Ka.nizsa square disa.ppcarecl. At the sa.rnc time, lines on the 
right within a region defined by an illusory square di:oappeared. Subjects reported seeing 
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motion of the illusory square from the left to the right. Features in the two images cannot 
be rnatehed, but the illusory I<anizsa squares which these features induce can be ma.tchecl. 
'fhus the ernergent illusory form activated the motion ,;y,;te.m. Von Griina.u (1979) reported 
sirnila.r results. 
Figure I 1 
Mather (1988) investigated the temporal properties of illusory contour apparent motion. 
Figure lla (from Mather) shows contom plots of reports of seeing apparent motion between 
two illusory Kanizsa. squares as a function of the inducing stimuli duration for two subjects. 
Note the inverted- U shape of the top curves that divide regions of 55% perceived motion. 
This curve represents the upper ISl threshold for perceiving apparent rnotion of the illu,;ory 
contour. Figure I Lc replots the curves on non-logarithmic axes. 'fhe shape of these curves 
is unlike the data derived frorn apparent motion of luminance-based contoun;. For example, 
as described below, the upper !Sl thre,;holcl values for illusory contour motion cxc.c.ecl thm;c 
of lmninancc-bascd contour motion. The inverted- U shape of thresholcl ISis as a function of 
;;timulus duration also differs from the inverse relation of threshold lSI to stirnulu,; duration 
that is found for luminance-basccl contours. 
11 Persistence of illusory contours 
'l'he rnoclel explains these properties of illusory contour apparent rnotion as a consequence of 
fornJ-motion interaction0. 'l'hc illusory contours are generated in the fonn perception ,;y,;tern 
(Static BCS) and input to the motion perception systern (Motion BCS). Key properties of 
iVlather':o motion perception data arc explained using proper1.ics of the stationa,ry illusory 
contours that arc c:mnputecl in the Static BCS. ln particular, data on illusory contour per-
sistence of Meyer and Ming (1988) arc described by curves t.ha.t arc remarkably similar t.o 
the upper JSJ thresholds found by lVlathcr (J988). Franci,;, Cross berg, and Mingolla (I 994) 
simulated the persir;tencc of illuoory and lmninance-based contours using the Static uc:s 
rnodcl. As in the data of Meyer and Ming (Hl88), the Static BCS representation of an illu 
sory contour lasts longer than that of a real contour and exhibits an inverted- U relation,;hip 
between pcrsi,;tcncc and r;t.irnulus duration. These propcrtic,; were traced in l•'ranc:is ci al. 
( HJ94) to an analy,;i,; of why the illnoory contour boundary takes longer to fonn than a 
luminance-based boundary (increasing portion of the invertcci·.U cmvc) and has fewer reset 
s.ignals to shut it ofF (decrcar;ing portion of the invcrted-U curve). 'l'his analysis is reviewed 
in Section J 5 for corn plctcness. 
As noted above, the rnodcl suggests how the Static HCS interacts with the Motion BCS 
to rnodd the cortical V J _., \12 -> lVI'f interaction. ln particular, the persistence of il.lu·· 
sory <:onl.our inputs frorn the forrn model (Static BCS) to the motion rnocld (Motion BCS) 
clctcnnincs the upper lSI threshold of apparent rnotion of the contour. lr.1 this way, the 
dynamic characteristics of form processing arc used below to explain the data in Figmc II a. 
Figure 11 b sumrnari7-CS !Sl thresholds for computer sirnulations of illusory contour rnotion 
in the model that qualitatively match the properties of the curves found by lVlather (1988). 
ln particular, Figure Jl c plots the !Sl thresholds from the subjects in Tv! ather's study and 
the model. T'he results arc similar in rna.gnituclc and qualitative shape. This simulation usccl 
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the same pararneters for the Static BCS as that were used in Francis et al. (1994) to simu-
late data from Meyer and Ming (1988), who directly measured the inverted-U rc.la.tiomhip 
between persistence and stirnulus duration. 
12 Interattribute Motion 
Von Griinau ( J 979) observed that subjects can sometimes see apparent motion between an 
illusory contour and a contour defined by luminance cxlges. Cavanagh, Arguin, and von 
Griina.u (1989) generalized this result by showing that subjects reported seeing motion be-
tween stimuli deiined by any combimttion of attributes, including luminance, color, texture, 
relative motion, or stereopsis. 'I'hey <tlso noted that motion between stimuli of different at-
tributes is weaker than motion between stimuli of the sa.rne attribute. Taken together, these 
studiet: sugget:i. tJra.t intcrattributc rn.otion it: i.lms a result. of l'orm and motion integration. 
The Static BCS is capable of responding to multiple types of l'onn-supporting cue:>, includ-
ing luminance, color, texture, shading, <mel stereo cues (Cruthirds, Grossberg, and Mingolla., 
199cl; Graham, Beck, and Sutter, 1992; Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Mingolla, HJ85a, 
1985b, 1987; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1995; Grossberg, iV!ingolla, and Williarn:;on, 1995; 
Sutter, Beck, and Graham, I 989). 'I' he lVIotion BCS is capable of responding to a wide range 
of apparent motion, first-order motion, and t:econd-ordcr rnotion cue;; (Chey, Grossberg, and 
Mingolla., J 995a, 1995b; Grossberg and Rudel, 1989, HJ92; Nogueira, Grossberg, a.nd lVJin-
golla., I 99:3). Thus rnany properties of interattributc rnotion coulcl, in principle, be explained 
by interactions between the Static ElCS and the Motion HCS. From an ecological perspective, 
such intera.ttribute apparent rnotion could facilitate target tracking under viewing conditions 
that vary greatly as tire target rnovco from one viewing context to another. 
13 Korte's Laws 
Figure 12a. 0lrows t.lrc upper a.nd lower JSI tlrrcsholcl values for apparent rnotion of luminance-
based stimuli (Kolers, 1972; after Neuha.ut:, 19~30). 'fhis figure shows t.lrat aB st.irmrlnt: du-
ration increasc0 l'rorn 10 to 45 to 90 rnilliscconcls, each HJlJler and lower lSI threshold curve 
decreases at every 0patial ;;cparation. Moreover, as the distance between the two stirnuli 
increases, t.hc range of JSl0 that produce apparent rnotiorr narrow;;, with tire upper lSI de·· 
creasing and t.lw lower lSl increasing for every stimulus clrrratiorr. These propcrtiet: arc ol't.en 
collectively refer reel l.o as Korte's laws (Korte, 191 :"i). 
Figure ll 
C:rot:t:berg and Rudel (1992) explained the charactcri;;tics of the lower lSI tlrrcsholcls and 
t.hc role of spatial t:cparation using the MOC Filter of Figure 2. In the Cros;;bcrg ancl Rudel 
simulations, t.he MOC Filter was sent:il.ivc only to changes in luminance. In the fonn-rnot.ion 
rnodcl of Fran cit: and Grossberg (1 996a), the boundary scgrncntation output;; of i.hc Static 
BCS input. to the MOC Filter. T'he MOC Filter is thus rendered ;;en;;itivc to change:; in 
Form as well as l.o changes in luminance. 'l'he fast. response;; of tramicnt cells to lurninance 
flashes allow the MOC Filter to respond quickly to moving ;;i,imuli. Fonn processing by the 
BCS rna.y be slower than motion procct:sing, so that persisting form inputs from the Static 
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BCS to the MOC Filter often outla:;t the effects of purely luminance based input:;. These 
fonn-rnotion interaction:; arc shown below to be sufficient to explain the propertie~> of the 
upper lSl thresholds in Korte's Laws. 
In particular, Francis ci al. (l99!J) showed that increasing the duration of a stationary 
form input decreases the persi:;tence of the boundary representation in the Static BCS, much 
a.:; experiments on visual persistence (e.g., Bowen, Pola a.nd ivla.tin, 19H) report an inver:;e 
relationship between persistence a.nd stirnulu:; duration. As in the case of illu:;ory contours 
above, the per:;istcnce of form signals detcnnine:; the upper lSI threshold of apparent motion. 
The remaining properties of Korte's Laws···· namely, the lower lSI thre:;holds a.ncl inJluences 
of spatial :;epa.ration are explained below in terms of MOC Filter properties. Figure 12b 
:;urnmarizes the computer sirnnla.tions of how the form-motion model sirnula.tes Korte's Laws. 
'J'hc rnodel reproduces all the qualitative properties of the clas:;ical Ncuhan:; (J(J30) data, as 
well as the most irnportant qnant.itative property: 'I'hc surprisingly large 350 rnsec gap 
between the smallest lower IS! threshold and the largest upper lSI t.hrc:;holcl. 
14 The Static Boundary Contour System 
In the rcrnaining section:;, the Static BCS and MOC filter arc rnorc completely clcfinccl 
and used to sumrnarizc simulations of the: above data. Grossberg (19811) and Cohen and 
Cros:;berg (1984) introduced the Static BCS model. Grossberg (1987a, J987b, 1994) and 
Grossberg and lVJingolla (1985a, J985b, 1987) developed the: rnodd to :;irnulate how the 
visual :;y;;tem detects, complete:;, and regularizes boundary segmentation:; in rc:;ponsc to 
regions of clif[c:rc:nt luminance, color, texture:, shading, or stereo signals. The Sta.tic BCS 
computation:; for :;inglc:-:;ca.lc rnonocula.r processing will be reviewed herein. They con:;ist. 
of a. :;cries of filtering and grouping stage;;; :;cc Figure 1:3. '!"'he fir:;t ;;tagc, :;chernatized as 
an unoricnt.cd annulus in Figure l~l, rnodcl:; relevant features of tlH: shunting on-center off. 
surround interactions at the retinal and LGN levels. The:;c cell:; compensate for variable 
illurnination and enhance regions of local contrast in tire inragc. Both on-cc:nter off-surround 
ON cell:; a.]J(I olf.ccntcr on-:;urrouncl OFF cells exist in vivo, but. arc not needed herein. 
Their cornplcmcntary rc:;ponses to irna,~c;, arc nroclelcd cl:;cwhcrc (Cove\ Crossberg, and 
!Vlingolla, I \JD:"i; C:ros;;bcrg, Mingolla, and Williarn:;on, 199:3; Grossberg and Wysc, 1991; 
Pcssoa, Mingolla, and Neurnann, 1994). 
These rnodcl LC:N cells inpnt to pairs of like-oriented sirnple cells t.hat arc ;;cnsitive to 
opposite contrast. polarity, or direct.iorr-ol"--contrast. Sirnplc cell activities arc lra.ll'-wavc rec-
tified to generate output signal:;. Pair:; of ;;irnplc cells sen:;itive to opposite contrast polarity 
pool their haH--wave rectified output signals at like--oriented complex cell:;. By pooling out-
puts frorn opposite polarity :;irnple cell:;, cornplcx cell output:; arc rendered insc:n:;itivc to 
directiorHJf-contra:;t., as arc all subsequent cell types in the rnodcl. 'l'hat i;; how "all bmllld· 
aries arc invi:;iblc" obtains in the model. Cornplex cells activate hypcrcornplcx cells through 
an on-cent.cr off--surround network (fir:;t competitive stage) whose ofr-surrouncl carries out an 
end:;topping operation. In this way, c:ornplcx cells excite hypercomplcx cells of the smne ori·· 
entation and position, while inhibiting hypcrcornplcx cells of the sanrc orientation at nearby 
positions. One role of thi:; spatial corn petition is to spatially :;harpcrr Urc neural response:; t.o 
oriented luminance edges. Another role is to initiate the proces:;, called end cut,t.ing, whereby 
boundaries arc l"onncd that abut a. line end at. orientations perpendicular or oblique to the 
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orientation of the line itself (Grossberg, 1987a; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985b). 
T'he pooling of oppositely polarized, half-wave rectified signals at complex cells has the 
same net effect as an oriented full-wave rectified filter. The sequence of filtering (by simple 
cells) followed by full-wave rectification and subsequent lower-frequency oriented filtering (by 
hypercomplcx cells) has been used in a Jlurnber of rnodcls of texture t:egregation (Bergen and 
Landy, Hl9J; IvJalik and Perona, J 990; Sutter, Beck and C:raham, J 989) since its introduction 
in the BCS by Grossberg and lVJingolla (HJ85b). 
'l'he signals from complex cells to hypercomplex cells are multiplied, or gated, by habitua-
tive chemical transmitter:,;. 'I'hesc habituative gates help to rc:oet boundary segmentation:,; in 
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response to rapidly changing imagery, as cliscu:o:oecl below. 'fhe hypcrcomplex cells input to 
a cornpetition acros:o orientations at each position (second competitive stage) a.rnong higher-
order hypercornplex cells. 'l'his competition ads to sharpen up oricntational responses at 
each position, to complete the fonnation of cncl cuts, and to work with the lmbituativc gates 
to reset boundary segmentations, as discussed below. 
Output from the higher-order hypercomplex cells feed into cooperative bipole cells that 
initiate long-range boundary grouping and cornpletion. Bipolc cells fire if both of their re-
ceptive fields arc suflicicntly activa,t.cd by inputs from hypercompl(ox cells whose orientations 
arc approxirnately colincar with the axes of the bipole receptive fields. Bipole cell:o hereby 
realize a. type of long-range cooperation among the outputs of active hypercomplex cells. For 
exa.rnplc, a hori%ontal bipolc cell, as in Figure 1:1, is excited by activation of horizontal hy·· 
pcrcornplex cells that input to its borizontally oriented receptive fields. i\ horizontal bipole 
cell is also inhibited by activation of vertical hypercomplex cells. 'T'his inhibition prevents 
colin car horizontal grouping frorn penetrating a region filled with vertical or oblique orienta· 
tions, a property called spatial impenetrability (Gro:osberg, HJ87a; Gro:osbcrg and Mingolla, 
1987). 
Ilipolc cells were predicted to exist in Cohen and Grossberg ( 19811) and Grossberg ( 19811) 
shortly bdorc cortical cell:,; in area V2 with ;;irnilar properties were rcport.(:d by von clcr 
Heydt., Pet.erhans, and llaunJgartncr (1984). Grossberg and J\ilingolla (198:3a, 1985b) have 
u:oed hipolc cell propertic:o to sirnulat.c and explain data. about. illuoory contour formation, 
neon color spreading, and texture segregation. Grossberg (I \)(J!l) used thern l.o explain data 
about. depth perception and figure-ground separation. These sarnc properties play a. key 
role in the cxpla.na.t.ions herein of apparent motion of illusory contours and intcratt.ribul.e 
apparent rnotion. 
Bipolc cells generate feedback signals to like oriented hypcrcornplex cells. 'these feed--
back signals help to create and enhance spatially and oricntationa.Jly consistent boundary 
groupings, while inhibiting incom;istcnt ones. Tn particular, bipole cell feedback cxcit.cs 
hypcrcornplex cells at. the sarnc orientation a.nd position while inhibit.ing cells at nearby 
positions. Ilypcrcomplcx boundary signals with the most cooperative support frorn bipolc 
grouping thereupon further excite t.hc corresponding bipolc: cells. 'J'his cycle of bottonHIJl 
and top-down int.craction between hypercomplex cells and bipole cells rapidly converges 
within one to live cycles to a final boundary segrnentation. Feedback among bipole cells 
and hypercornplcx Ci,llS hereby drives a resonant coopcra.t.ivc-cornpetitive decision proccs:o 
t.hat cornplctcs the stat.istically most favored boundaries, suppresses less favored boundaries, 
and coherently binds together appropriate feature combinations in the image. 'l'his grouping 
network is called t.he Static Oriented Cooperative Competit.ive (SOCC) Loop to distinguish 
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it from the iVIOCC Loop of the J\!l.otion BCS (see Section :l). Cruthirds el a!. (1993) have 
achieved better fits to texture grouping data using both the BCS filter and grouping than 
the filter alone. 
15 Temporal dynamics of Boundary Persistence and Reset 
'J'he positive feedback within the hypercomplex-bipole feedback loop creates hysteresis that 
could cause uncontrolled boundary persistence and image smearing in response to irnage 
rnotion (Bnrr, HJSO). Francis et al. (1994) showed that luminance edge or illusory contour 
inducer inputs to the BCS can trigger feedback interactions that, if left unchecked, could 
last for hrmclrecls of simulated rnilliseconds. 'I'his happens because hypercornplcx and bipole 
cell activities at a. particular position and orientation decay away only when bipole cell 
output centered at the same position and orientation weaken~. Since bipolc cell activation 
depend~ on inputs to both receptive Jlelds, bipole activation near the ends of contour:J weakens 
first after inputs shut off. As these bipole cells lose activation, so do all other cells of 
the same orientation and position. 'I'his decay causes more bipolc cell activities to decay, 
which continues the process. The net effect of these spatial and tcrnporaJ intcradions is 
that boundary activities erode from contour ends to the contour middle. This erosion i0 
obe>ervable in the sirnula.tions in Figure 19 below. 
Outward·· tO·· inward boundary erosion makes predictions about how rnasking stirnuli may 
influence the perception of illusory contours such as Kani7,sa squares. Masking the pac rnen 
that p;cncrate a Kani7,sa square rnay not imrnediately obliterate the illusory contours between 
the pac men because of persistent rcoonance at these locations. i\ second rnasking stimulus 
at these loca.tionc; can thus influence the persistence of these illur;ory fragments, as Shapley 
and his colleagues have recently shown (Shapley, personal cornrnunication). 
'L'hc Static BCS corrccte> this problcrn by using its resonant feedback to maintain scg-
rncntat.ions of unmoving scenic objects, while it actively resets r;cgrncnt.ations corresponding 
to rapidly changing scenic objects. Image r;rnearing is hereby controlled in a forrn··ocnsitive 
way. The LlCS usc~ the same circuit to create resonant boundaries and to reset thcrr1. Two 
types of mechanism a.c.cornplish t.hio. 'l'lw first mechanism uses the orientational competition 
that converts rnoclcl lrypcrcornplex cells into higher-order hypercornplcx cello. Consider how 
this cornpetition worke> between pairs of mutually perpcnclicular cells. Pair0 of rnutua.lly 
perpendicular cornplex, hypcrcomplcx, and highcr·orclcr hypcrc.ornplcx cells, designated in 
gray within Figure 1:3, define a type of oppcment processing circuit U1at Grossberg (1972) 
has callccl a gated dipole. The gates in the dipole arc habituativc transmitters that rnultiply 
signals in the pathways l'rorn cornplex to hypercomplcx cells (square synap0cs in Figure I :J). 
Such a gated dipole can rapidly inhibit a bipolc cell when its inputs shut oJF or arc rernovcd 
due to inr;1.gc rnotion. 
Figure 1 :3 
For example, suppose that a horizontal edge turns on horizontally oriented cornplcx, hy-
pcrcomplf:x, and bipolc cells, thereby generating a horizontal boundary segrncnt.al.ion. Ofl'e>ct 
of the hori7,ontal edge can cause an antagonistic rebound of activity in the corresponding 
gated dipoles, leading to activation of vertically oriented hypcrcomplcx cells, which inhibit 
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horizontal bipole cells by the same mechanisms that ensures :opatia.l impenetrability. 
The rebound is generated as follows. When the horizontal input is on, horizontal trans-
mitter gates habituate. The net result is an overshoot of input to horizontal bipole cells, 
followed by a steady input level after habitna.tion takes place. When the input subsequently 
shnt;; off, the altered balance of transmitter between the horizontal and vertical channels now 
favors the vertical channel ancl permits a rebound of vertical cell activity in response to an 
intcrna.\ly generated tonic inpnt that equally activate;; both channels. When this happens, 
an inhibitory input to the bipole cell occurs. 'J'he rebound is transient becan:oe tra.nsrnittcrs 
in both channels then gradually equilibrate to cqua.l levels. 
In :oummary, rebound-driven inhibition of the bipole cells selectively limits per:oistence 
ancl smearing at those locations where the image is changing. Some further implications of 
BCS reset by a. transient antagonistic rebound arc worth noting here due to its conceptual 
irnportancc in the model. Psychophysical data tha.t :oupport orientationally opponent after-
effects include the MacKay illusion (MacKay, 1957; Taylor, 1958). Several components of the 
gated dipole circuit have known cellular correlate:o in visual cortex, including tonically active 
cells (such as the cells that feed the ha.bituativc t.ra.nsrnitters) and polarization frorn opposite 
orientations (Creutzfcldt, 1\uhnt, a.ncl Benevento, 1974; Lcvit.t, Kiper, ami Mov:ohon, 19911). 
In more complex versions of the BCS, both ON cell:o that are turned on by an input and 
OFF cells that arc turned off by an input arc moclelecl (Cove, Grossberg, and Mingolla, 
1995; Grossberg, 1991 ). In such a network, offset of a hori7,onta.l ON cell mediates transient 
activation of a. horiwntal OFF cell, as well as the type of onset of a vertical ON cell thai. 
is here sirnulal.cd. Inhibition of horizontal bipole cells may thns be rnec\iatccd by horizontal 
OFF cello, rather than by vertical ON cells, as was here as:omnccl for sirnplicity. In this 
rnorc general model, any influence of vertical cells on horizontal bipolcs could be mediated 
by horizontal ON or OFF cells. Further neurophysiological cxperirncnts arc needed to tcsl. 
the cellular substrate of this predicted boundary reset rrrccha.nisnr and, by irnplication, of 
oricnl.ationally opponent aJtc,rclfects. 
Tlw rebourHI-drivcn reset nrcchanisrn shuts of[ boundary segrncntal.ions at locations that 
lose input support due to image offset or rnotion. 'l'he second reset rneclranisnr helps to 
prevent image smearing across space. It uses the spatial end stopping cornpcl.ition that occurs 
among like-oriented hyperconrplcx cells at the first cornpctitivc :otagc (sec Figure I :3). Castct 
(1994) has reported experirrrents that are consistent witlr this rnodcl prediction. Francis cl 
a!. (19'J4) shown that these two rncchanisrns of the BCS rnoclcl are snlficicnt to explain the 
key pararnetric properties of vismd persistence cxperirnents. Francis (l \J<J 11) has usee! the 
rnoclel to sirnulatc the Castel. (1994) data. 
'J'o explain properties of apparent rnotion, two characl.erisl.ics of visual persistence arc 
relevant: 
(I) Visual persistence cxpcrirncnts dcrnonstrate that persistence duration decreases in 
resporrsc l.o irmrge edges as stimulus duration increases (Bowen ct a.J., 197tl). BCS sinnrla.tions 
of boundary signal persistence agree with these findings (Francis cl a!., 1994). 'I'hc strength 
of the inhibitory rebound in the gated dipole rnechanisrn explains the model's re:;u Its. i\s 
stirnulus duration increases, the gate habituates rnorc and the strength of the snbscquent 
rebound incrcasc:o with the amount of habituation. ;\ longer stimulus hereby generates 
stronger inhibition at stinrulus offset, which :;pceds np the erosion of boundary signals, a.nd 
reduces measured persistence. 
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(II) In contrast, illusory contour persistence increases with :;timulus duration up to about 
200 milliseconds and then decreases as stimulus duration grows still longer (!VI eyer and lVling, 
1988). These findings, too, have been simulated using the BCS (Francis cl al., 1994). This 
happens because illusory contour inducers have a smaller proportion of lmninanc:e edges 
than an image edge of equal length. 'l'hey therefore take longer to establish a strong rever-
beration in the SOCC Loop of the BCS. As stirnulus duration inc:rcasc:o, the reverberation 
grows :otronger, up to sonrc rnaxirnurn. Without reset signals, stronger reverberations lead to 
longer persistence. But the reset signals also grow stronger as stimulus duration increases. 
As stirnulus duration increases up to about 200 milliseconds, the increase in reverberation 
strength leads the increase in reset signal strength. Beyond stimulus durations of 200 mil-
liseconds, the reverberation strength docs not eluwge greatly, but the strength of the reset 
signals continues to grow due to the slowly habituating transmiU.ers, thereby causing persis-
tence to decrease. Because the illusory contour has shorter luminanc:c contour inducers than 
an equal length edge, it produces fewer reset signals, thereby allowing greater persistence of 
illusory contours than lumina.nce-deJinccl stimuli, in agreement with the data. of lVIeyer and 
Ming (1988). 
The persistence of BCS output signals will be shown below to establish the uppc.r lSI 
thresholds for apparent rnotion. 'fbis link will use the above properties of visual persistence 
of non-rnoving stirnuli to explain data. about apparent motion. 
16 The MOC Filter 
Grossberg and Rudd (l!J8!J, 1992) and C:ros:oberg and Mingolla (199:3) developed Lire Motion 
BCS and its front end, the !VIOC Filter, to explain psychophysical and neural data about 
motion perception. The Motion BCS is u:ocd to generate boundary segmentations of moving 
objects. Whereas the boundary segmentations of the Static BCS cornpute boundaries based 
on static irnagc orienl.i!Uons, the Motion BC:S computes boundaries based on rnoving irnagc 
r/irecf;ions. Both BCS systems generate segrnenta.tions whose outputs pool signals from 
opposite contrast polarities, so that. their boundaries can interpolate object bomHiarics that 
cross textured and slra.clecl inra.gc regions whcrn contrast polarity re.vcrses. 
'J'he MOC Filter nray be conccptua.lly described in several ways. 1t is a rninirnal filter that 
produces output signals that arc insensitive to clircction-of.-contrast but sensitive to direction-
of-motion. Tt transfonns information frorn mnltiplcorientations and unorientecl input signals 
into clireetionally-selective output signals. To a.ccornplish these goals the MOC Filter uses a 
hierarchy of short-range and long-range spatial interactions that help to explain data about 
short-range and long-range rnotion within a single system. 'T'he qualitative propcrtie;; of the 
five /dOC Filter processing levels of Figure 2 arc surnrnari~ed below. 
Figure J!! 
Level 1: Preprocess Input Pattern 
'fire image is prcprocc:osecl before ac:tivat.ing Lire filter. For example, as in the Static 
HCS, it. is passed through a shunting on-center, off-surround net. t.o cornpensa.tc for variable 
illumina.t.ion, or to "discount the illumina.nt.," a.ncl to thereby process ratio contrasts in the 
illlage (Grossberg ami 'foclorovic, 1988). 
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Level 2: Sustained Cell Short-Range Filter 
Four operations occur here, as illustrated in Figure 14. 
Space a.vera.ge. Inputs are processed by individual oriented receptive fields, or simple cells 
which add excitatory and inhibitory contributions from two halves of the receptive field. 
Hcciil)'. 'I'he output signal fron1 a :;imple cell grows with it:; activity above a signal 
threshold. 'fhus, the output is half·wavc rectified. 
Short·ra.nge spa.iial fiher. A :;pa.tially aligned array of simple cells with like orientation 
and dircction·of·coutrast pool their output signals to activate the next cell level. As shown 
in Figure 14a, the target cells arc pooled in a movement direction that is not necessarily 
perpendicular to the simple cell';; preferred orientation. This spatial pooling plays the role of 
the short·rangc motion limit/)"''"'' (Braclclick, 1974). 'I'lw breadth of spatial pooling scales 
with the size of the sirnplc cell receptive fields (Figure H). Correspondingly, D"''"'' dcpcncl:; 
on the spatial frequency content of the irnage (i\ndcrwn and Burr, 1987; Burr, H.os:;, ancl 
Morrone, 1 986; Nakayama and Silvennan, 19811, 1985; Pctersik, Pufahl, and Krasnoff, 198:3) 
and is not a universal constant. 
Time avenr.gc. 'T'he target cell time averages the inputs that it receives frorn it:; short· 
range spatia.! filter. 'J'his operation has properties akin to the "visual inertia." during apparent 
motion that was reported by Anstis ancl Ra.ma.cha.ndra.n (1987); see Figure He. 
Level 3: Transient Cell Filter: 
In parallel with the sustained cell filter, a transient cell filter reacts to input increrncnt:; 
(on·cclls) or decrements (off-cells) with positive ontputs (I''igure 15). These fillers usc five 
operationt:: 
Figure J 5 
S'pa.cc a.vcr!l.gc. 'fhit: is accomplished by a receptive field that sums inputs over its entire 
range, unlike the receptive field of a sustained cell. This receptive field is assunH:d to he 
unoricnted, or circularly syrnmetric, !"or simplicity. 
Tirne average. This sun1 is time averaged to generate a gradual growth and decay or total 
activation. 
Cha.nge det,ect,or. 'l'he on··celh:; a.re acti vatcd when the tirnc average increascfl ( Figu rc J.')a.). 
'I' he of["·cells arc adivalcd when tbc tirne a.vc:rage decreases (Figure L5b ). 
U.ccUI)'. 'fhe output signa.! from a transient cell grows with its activity above a signal 
threshold. 
lliriJiina.iive Ti"ansnrif,f,cr. The rectified signaL a.rc multiplied by a ha.bitua.tivc transrnittcr 
that limits their duration even in response to prolonged rnonotonic inputs. 
Level 4: Sustained-Transient Gating Yields Direction-of-Motion and Direction-
of-Contrast Sensitivity 
Ivla.xinral activation of a Level 2 sustained cell filler it: u1.usc:cl by image contrasts rrroving 
in either of lwo directions that differ by 180°. M ultiplica.tivc gating of each Level 2 t:ust.aincd 
cell oulpul with a Level :1 transient cell on-cell or off·c:ell removes this ambiguity (Figure 1 G). 
For example, consider a sustained cell output. frorn vertically oriented dark· light. sirnple cell 
receptive field;; that arc joined together in the horizontal direction by the short· range spatial 
filter (Figure I !Ja). Such a sustained cell output is rnaxirnized by a da.rk·Light irna.gc contrast 
nroving to the right or to the left. Multiplying this Lcvel2 output with a Level :3 transient on-
cell output generates a Level 4 cell that responds m.axirnally to motion to the left. iVIulliplying 
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it with a Level3 off-cell output generate~ a Level 4 cell that responds maximally to motion to 
the right. !Vlultiplying a sustained cell with a transient cell is the main operation of the Ma.rr 
and Ullman (1981) motion detector. Despite this similarit.y, Grossberg and Rudel (1989) 
described six basic differences between the 1v!OC filter and the Ma.rr- Ullrnan model. 
Figure 16 
Level 5: Long-Range Spatial Filter and Competition 
Outputs from Level4 cells that are sensitive to the same direction-of-motion but. opposite 
directions-of-contrast activate individual Level 5 cells by a long-range spatial Jiltcr that has 
a Gaussian profile across space (Figure I 7). 'fhis is the Gaussian filter (.hat generates G· 
waves in Sections 5 ancl 6. T'he functional role of this filter is to group together Level :J cell 
outputs that arc derived from Level :J short.- range filters with the same directional prd'crencc 
but different. simple cell orientations or polarities. The long-range filter hereby provides the 
extra degree of freedom that enable; Level 5 cell to function as clireclion cells, rather than 
as oricnt.aiion cells, and to be able to track object boundaries that cross regions of opposite 
contrast polarity. Cells .in cortical area M'J' can also respond to a range of orientations 
that arc not perpendicular to their preferred direction-of-motion (Albright, 1984; Albright, 
Desimone and Gross, 1984; Maunsell and van r;sscn, 1983; Newsome, GiY-Y-i, and 1VIovshon, 
198:3). 
Figmc 1 7 
'l'he long-range spatial filter broadcasts each Level 11 signal over a wide spatia.! range in 
Level 5. Competitive, or lateral inhibitory, intcra<·tions within Level 5 contrast-enhance this 
input paUern to generate spatially sharp Level 5 responses. A winrl<)r-take-all compctitiv·c 
network (Grossberg, HJ7:l, J 982) can transform even a very broad input pattern into a i'ocal 
activation at the position that. receives the maxirnal input. More gc)ncrally, this competitive 
process may only part.ia.lly contrast-cnhane<: its input pattern to generate a motion signal 
whose breadth across space increases wit.h the breadth of ito inducing pattern. 
'fhese rnodcl interactions can generaL<' a continuous G-wavc in respom;c to the discrete 
flashes of an apparent. motion display. Gro:;siJerg and Hudd (1989, HJ92) corrclat<:d propertic:; 
of' this \.raveling peak of activity with properties of apparent motion data, including beta 
rnotion, ga.rnrna rnotion, delta rnotion, split rnolion, 'J'crnus motion, and reverse-contrast 
Tern us rnotion. Grossberg and H.udd ( 1'!92) also suggeotcd that t.he inverse relationship 
between lower lSI thresholds and stimulus duration, as in Figure 12, is due to a lag in the 
response tirne of the Level :J transient. ccll;o. MOC Filter model transient cells respond rnorc 
quickly to t.he offset of a long duration flash than to the offset of a short duration flash. 
Breitmeyer (1984) reviewed studies of transient cells that are consistent with this property. 
Keeping t.he lSI constant. and increasing the spatial sepan1.tion of apparent motion stimuli 
produces weaker C-waves at Level :). 'I'his property clarifies why the lower JSI threshold 
increases and the upper lSI threshold decreases as a function of spatial separation. 
17 Integration of form and motion processing 
'l'be !VJOC filter pathways rnodel lmninancc-hasccl Vl -> lvl'f interactions. As a result, the 
JVI()(: Filter, by itself, cannot generate rnotion between stirnuli clelinccl by other stimulus 
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characteristics, such as tbc emergent boundary segmentations that help to define many 
visual fonn percepts in response to textured and shaded images. Apparent motion of illusory 
contours illustrate;; this competence because the illusory contours a.re emergent boundaries 
and their apparent motion clcpcncls critically upon the motion system. 
Since psychophysical studies indicate that people can see strong apparent rnotion between 
illusory contours, sonrc additional inputs, sensitive to illusory contours, rnust contribute to 
the MOC Filter, thereby allowing it to generate a G-wave in response to changing illusory 
contours and, more generally, to emergent percepts of form. The Static BCS, which docs 
respond to illusory contours, provides these inputs in the model. Jn so doing, as shown 
below, the persistence properties of the Static BCS signals account for (.he key upper lSI 
threshold properties of apparent motion. 
Figure 18 depicts the Static BCS-to-MOC Filter connections that arc simulated in Francis 
and Grossberg (l99Ga). Oriented boundary signals frorrl the Static BCS feed into like·· 
oriented ;;usta.ined cells and unorientcd transient cells in the iVJOC filter that correspond 
to the same retinal location. 'l'his BCS-iVJOC Filter pathway, which models a V2 --> M'f 
pathway in vivo, renders the MOC l''ilter scn:oitive to spatiotempora.l changes in forrn as 
well as luminance, so that it. can generate apparent rnotion signals in response to illusory 
contours a.nd other boundary segrnenta.tions. 
More precisely, signals resulting from the second competitive stage feed into (.he Level 
2 (sustained) and Level :1 (transient) cells of the MOC Filter at the same position. Both 
sustained a.nd transient cells now respond to direct lurnina.ncc inputs a.nd to inputs from 
the Static BCS. Either a luminance edge or an illusory contour could produce the Static 
BC~S inputs. lnputs from illusory contours persist. longer than lurnina.nce-dcfined inputs. Jn 
either case, the MOC~ Filter combines the sustained a.nd transient cell outputs to produce 
local motion signals at Level 11. 'J'hc local motion signals then contribute to Level 5 cells 
and can, given the correct image para.nretcrs, generate a. continuous G-wa.ve between a. pa.ir 
of temporally displaced illusory contours. 
J,'igure 18 
18 Simulation of Illusory Contour Apparent Motion 
Figure 19 shows the results of sirnula.ting the Static BCS and MOC: Filter inU:racl.ions with 
illusory contour inducers. Figure J %. shows the inputs for a display presenting two sets of 
illusory contour induccn; in sequence. Figure 19b shows the response;; ol" Level J cells in 
the MOC Filter. These activities respond only at the location of the luminance increments. 
Figure l9c shows the responses of the BCS hypercomplex cells a.t the second cornpctitive 
stage (sec Figure J:l), notably the illusory contour between the two luminance increment;;. 
'l'he activities in Figure HJb a.ncl l[Jc feed into 1.lw sustained cells at Level 2 and the tran;;ient 
cells at Level :1 of the lv!OC Filter, whose output;; arc multiplied to generate local motion 
signals at Level 4. Figure 19cl shows the responses of the Level 4 cells. 'fhc tall spikes 
indicate the onset of the luminous inducers. 1'he srnaller hills mark the ofFset of different 
parts of the illu;;ory contour. These responses an~ pooled by (.he Gaussian long-range filter 
to generate the Level (i activities that arc shown in Figure 19c. Due to the strong spatial 
competition between these cells, only one cell is active at a. tirne. The location of the active 
cell ~hifts continnou~ly from the first stimulu~ to the second stimulns during the apparent 
motion display. 'I'his C:-wavc demonstrates apparent motion of the illusory contour. 
Figure 19 
For fixed spatia.! separation, the strength of the G-wave depends on the stirnulus duration 
and lSI of the display. !\ strong G-wa.vc require~ overlap between the BCS inputs to lhc first 
stirnulus and the BCS inputs to the second stimulus. 'flnrs, the strength of the G-wave, as 
a function of lSI, depends on the persistence of the LlCS signals to the first stimulus and, as 
was noted above, persistence of BCS signals in response to illusory contours depends upon 
the duration of the illusory contour inducers. 
Figure 20 shows the strength of the G-wave for d ilk:rent conr binations of stimulus cl uration 
and ISl. Also plotted is a threshold value. vVhcn the stirnulus parameters create a G-wavc 
with a strength above threshold, then the motion is counted as observable. As the stirnulus 
duration increases from :'50 to 100 rnilliseconds, the intersection between the G-wavc strength 
curve and the threshold slrifi,s to a. longer lSI. !\c; the stirnulus duration increases still further, 
the intersection between the G-wave c;trength cnrvc ancl the threshold shifts to shorter ISle;. 
'fhic; inverted U was qm1litatively explained in Section I G. 'I' he ISis that produce intcrsc~cliom 
in the strength a.nd tbresholcl curves identify tbc upper and lower lSI values for perceiving 
apparent motion. Figure I 2b plots those threshold lSI values. 
Figure 20 
!\,; noted in Section Ll, the persistence of illusory contours :;bows a :;hape qualitatively 
:;imilar to tire lSI thresholds in Figure 12. Contour:; that pcr:;ist longer supply strong inputs 
to the motion systcrn for longer durations so that greater !Sls continue to generate strong 
motion percepts. Figure J I c plots the upper lSI thresholds frorn the data. and the sirnnlation. 
The sinnrlation thresholds fall between the thresholds of the two subjects. Moreover, the 
simulation threshold:; arc an invertcd-U function of stirnulus duration. 'rlrc sirnulation of 
the BCS boundary signals to explain t.lwsc apparent motion thresholds of Mather (I DR8) 
used iJJC sa.me pa.ra.rnel.crs a.ncl equations as Fra.ncis cl al. (! 9911) used to explain the visual 
perc;istcnce data of Meyer and Ming (1988). Jn sumrna.ry, the rnodcl properties responsible' 
for integrating forrn and motion infornra.tiorr explain percepts of illusory contour apparent 
rnotion (R.arna.chandran, 1985) by linking dynamic persistence properties of illusory contour 
fornr perception (Meyer and Ming., 1988) to the dyna.rnic properties of apparent rnotion 
(Mather, 1988). 
19 Generalizations to Motion Grouping, Speed perception, and 
Morphing Motion 
'T'be iVlotion BCS reviewed above is now being extended and relined in a number of ways 
(Chcy, Grossberg, a.nd Mingolla, .L995a, 1995b; Nogueira., Grossberg, and ?vlingolla, 1~19:3). 
One refinernent explores whether the oriented sustained cells in Figure 2 can be replaced by 
a motion filter in which only transient cells occur, in keeping with data about the effects of 
rnagnocclhrlar but not parvocellular LGN lesions on rnotion perception (Ferrera., Nealey, and 
Maunscll, HJ92; Maunsell, Nealey, and Ferrera, 1992; Schiller, Logothct.is, and Charles, 1990) 
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This revision maintains the short-range filters and the long-range Gaussian filters (including 
the G-wavc), but uses very short-range anisotropic inhibition and anisotropic short-range 
spatial filters to achieve directional sensitivity. Using a range of scales, the model reproduces 
cmpiric<1.lly derived speed discrimination curves and simula.les data showing how visual speed 
perception and discrimination can be affected by stimulus contra.st, duration, clot den:;ity 
and spatia.! frequency (Campbell and MafFei, .1981; De Bruyn and Orba.n, 1988; Diener, 
Wist, Dichgans, and Brandt, Hl76; Stone ancl 'I'hornpson, 1992; Wa.tamaniuk, C:rzywa.cz, 
and Yuille, 1993) 
'I'he model has been further extended to incorporate a motion grouping rnechanism that 
is a homolog of the grouping network of the Static BCS. Using both (.he multiple-scale MOC 
filter and its grouping network, the model sirnulates data concerning how the perceived 
speeds of rnoving lines arc affected by their length and angle (Casiet, Lorcnceau, Shi!frar, 
ami Bonnet, HJ9:l), how the barberpolc illusion (Wallach, 1976) is produced, how it can be 
affected by various configurational drangcc;, and how plaid patterns move both coherently 
and incoherently. In addre;;sing plaid pattern rnotion, the model provide:; explanation;; of 
when plaid patters cohere or do not (J\deloon and Movshon, HJ82:, l<im and Wilson, HJ93; 
Lindsey and 'J'odcl, I 995), how contrast effects the perceived speed and direction of moving 
pla.ids (Stone, Watson, and Mulligan, 1990), and why the movement of oo-called 'fype 2 
patterns differs from those of T'ypc 1 patterns (.Ferrera and 'Wilson, 1990, 1991; Yo and 
Wilson, HJ92). 
vVithin thi;; ver;;ion of the Motion BC'S, motion direction and speed both crncrgc as 
part of an interactive rnotion grouping or ;;cgmcntation process. 'fhc rnodel propo:;es a 
;;olution to the global aperture problclll by ;;howing how information frorn feature tracking 
points, namely locations fonn which unarnbignous rnotion direction;; can be. computed, can 
propagate to ambiguous motion direction point;;, and capture the motion signal;; there. The 
model docs this without cornpuUng interc;cctions of constraints, as in the model of Adelson 
ancl Mov:ohon (1982), or parallel Fonricr and non-Fourier pathways, a;; in the model of Wilson, 
Ferrera., a.ncl Yo ( 199:l). Instead, tire rnodcl uoc:i oricnta.tiona.lly-unselcctive cell response;; to 
activate clirectionally-Lunccl transicnl. cell;;. These t,ransicnt cells, in turn, a.ctivatc spatia.lly 
short-range filtcm ancl cornpctitive rncclranisrn;; over rnultiple spatial scales to generate speccl-
tnnccl and dircctiona.lly-·tnncd cells. Spatia.lly long-range filters ancl top--down feedback f'rorn 
grouping cells are then used to track motion of lca.Lural points and to select and propaga.V: 
correct rnotion directions to arnbiguous mol.ion points. 'fop--down grouping can a.loo prirnc 
Lhe system to a.ttend a particular rnotion direction. 
In another direction, the Motion llCS ha;; been used to simulate data bout attcntional 
speedup (llikosaka c/ a!., 199:l) and morphing motion ('l';;e and Cavanagh, 1995). In par-
ticular, the motion percept when a spot i;; followccl by a line was explained by liikosaka 
ei a!. (HJ9:l) as an attentional speed up of' information processing ncar the ;;pot. 'I'sc 
a,r1d Cavanagh (1995) argued that rnotion pct'CcpLs when rnore complex forms change ;;hapc 
(morphing) arc controlled rnorc by feat ural f'actors and that "line rnotion occurs after surface 
parsing". Baloch and Grossberg (1996) ha.ve explained all their results and ;;orne new ones us-· 
ing available neural models of forrn and motion processing, such as (.he models of boundary 
segmentation, surface filling-in, rnot.ion processing, ligurc-grouncl separation, form-motion 
interaction;;, and spatial attention that arc reviewed above. 'I'his analysis suggest;; that dif-
ferent displays engage different combinations of these processes. Sinnrlations include percepts 
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when the forms start out with the same shape but different color, start out with the same 
colors but different shape, cauoe pop-out of an occluding object, are morphed into occluding 
and occluded objects, are morphecl into Kanizsa squares, arc morpbed into different shctpcs, 
and change color periodically. 
'fhc lVlotion BCS modcl'o broad explanatory range makes it a viable alternative to 
Reichardt-style motion models (Van San ten and Sperling, 19811, 1985) or rnotion energy 
models (Adelson ctnd Bergen, 1985; Watson and Ahurnada, 1985) which have, until recently, 
been the rnost promising candidates for explaining how the brain processes motion informa-
tion. 'I'he close homologs between the J\llotion BCS for generating directional segmentations 
of moving forms and the Static BCS for generating orientationaJ segmentations of static 
forms call attention to the fact that these rnoclels forrn part of a more general theory or 
preat.tcntivc vision that is steadily being developed. 
2Ci 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. 'l'hc Tern us display. (a) 'I'hrcc spots arc presented in each frame in such a 
way that the two leftwardnJOst spots in Frame 2 occupy the sa.nw positions as the two 
rightwa.rdmost spots in Fra.rne I. The two frames are repeatedly cycled with lSI;; in:;crted 
between them. At very short ISis, all dots appear to flicker in place. At longer ISis the dots 
at shared positions appear to remain stationary, while apparent rnotion occurs between the 
leftwarclmost spot in Frame 1 and the rightwardmost spot in Frame 2 ("clement motion"). 
At still longer ISis, the three dots appear to move from Frame I to Frame 2 and back acr 
a group ("group rnotion"). (b) When the clots in successive frames have opposite contrast 
with respect to the frame, only group rnotion occurs at the lSI:; where clernent motion 
occurred in (a). [Reprinted with permission from Grossberg and Rndd ( 1992).] 
Figure 2. A onc-clirnensionaJ MOC Filter: 'l'he inpnt. pattern at Level I is spatially and 
ternporally filtered by sustained response cells at. Level 2. 'l'hc sustained cells have oriented 
receptive fields that. arc sensitive to the direction-of-contrast in the image, either dark-to-
light or light-to-dark. Level 2 cells play the role of a ;;hort-range spatial Filter. Spatia.! 
and tcrnpora.l averaging arc also carried out by transient response cells at Level :3. The 
transient cells have unoricntccl receptive fields that. are sensitive to the direction of contrast 
change in the cell input. The upward arrow denotes transient. on-cell:; that arc activated 
by a transition frolll clark to light. 'l'hc downward arrow clcnoU;s transient off-cells that 
arc activated by a transition from light to clark. Level 11 cells combine crusta.inccl and 
transient cell signals rnultiplicativcly and arc thus rendered sensitive to both direction-of.· 
rnotion a.ncl direction-of-contrast. Level 5 cells smn across space via a long-range Gaussia.n 
spatial filter, and across the two t.ypcs of Level 11 cells. Level :3 cells arc thus sensitive 
to dircction-of·rnotion but. in;;cnsitiw to direction-of-contrast. [Hcprintccl with permission 
frorn Grossberg and 1\.ucld (! 092).] 
Figure 3. Spatial responses at various lcvc~ls of the MOC l•'iltcr to a point input. (a.) 
Sustained ;l.ct.ivity of a Level 2 cell. (b) 'l'ol.al input pattcm to Level ;) after convolution 
with a C:aussian kernel. (c) Contrast-enhanced output of Level 5 centered at. the location 
of the input ma.xirmm1. [H.cprintcd with pcrrnis;;ion fronr Grossberg and H.udcl (1992).] 
Figure 4. Tcrnporal response of the MOC Filter to a point. input. (a) 'J'hc input is 
presented at a brief duration at location 1.. (b) Sustained cell activity at. J gradually build;; 
after the input oncrc;t, then decays after offset. (c) Growth of the input pattcm to Level ;J 
with transient. cell activity held consl.a.nt. 'I'he activity pa.t,(.ern retains a Caussian shape 
centered at the location of the input, that waxes a.ncl wanes through t.irnc without. spreading 
across spa.ee. 'rile figure illustrates the waxing phase. [Reprinted with pcnnission frorn 
85 
Grossberg and Rudel ( 1992).] 
Figure 5. 'fernporal response of the sustained cc~lls .1:,(1) at Level 2 to two brief successive 
point inputs .J,(I) at locations i = 0 and i = L. For an appropriately tinwd display, 
the decaying response al position 0 overlaps in tirnc the rising response at po:;ition /". 
[Reprinted with pcnnission from Groc;sberg and Rudel (1992).] 
Figure 6. Simula.tccl lVIOC Filter response to a two-flash display. Successive rows cor-
respond to increasing Lirnes following the Frame I ofFset. (a) The two lower curves in 
each row depict the total input R, at position i. of Level 5 clue to each of the two flashes. 
The input due l.o the lcl't flash decreases while the input clue to the right flash increase:.:. 
'l'he :.:rmnncd input due to both flashes is a. traveling wave whose rnaxirnurn value across 
space rnovcs continuously between the two flash locations. (b) Position over time of the 
contrast-enhanced Level 5 response. [Reprinted with pcrnrission from Grossberg ami Fludd 
(1992).] 
Figure 7. !\!lotion paths generated by !dOC Filters with different Gaussian filter ker-
nel widths /{ in (9). The simulated rnotion paths are Jllottccl in a space-tinrc diagram 
wherein each rectangle indicates the spatiotcrnporal boundaries of one flash in a two flash 
display. All the motion paths intersect at a point halfway between the two flash locations. 
[Reprinted with pcnnission frorn Grossberg ancl Hucld (1992)]. 
Figure 8. Schematic cliagrarn of anatornical connections and neuronaJ selectivities of' early 
visual areas in the nraca.quc monkey. LC:N o= lateral geniculate nucleus (parvoccllula.r and 
magnoccllular divisions). Divisions of V J and V2: blob = cytochrorne oxidase blob regions; 
inter blob= cytoclrronrc oxidase·· poor regions surrounding the blobs; 11B =lamina tJ ll; thin 
= thin (narrow) cytochrome oxidase strips; intcrstripc = cytochron1c oxidase-poor regions 
between the thin and thick stripes; thick '= thick (wide) cytochrome oxidase strips; V3 
= visual area :J; \111 c~ visual area(s) 1; !Vl'l' = middle temporal area. Areas V2, V~l. 
\111, lVJT have con1wct.ions to other areas not explicitly rcprc:;ent.cd here. Area V:l rnay 
also receive projections frorn \12 intcrstripcs or thin stripes. Heavy lines indicate robust 
prirna.ry connectiorrs, and thin lines indicate wc~aker, rnore variable connections. Dotted 
lines represent observed connections that require additional verification. Icons: rainbow 
=tuned and/or opponent. wavelength selectivity (incidence at. least 110%); angle syrnbol = 
orientation selectivity (incidence at least 20%); spectacles= binocular disparity selectivity 
and/or strong binocular interactions (V2) (incidence at least 20%); arrow = direction of 
motion selectivity (incidence at least 20%). [Adapted with pcrmioBion from DeYoe and 
van Essen (1988).] 
Figure 9. The black and white c;quarcs of the background group into long vertical and 
horizontal boundaries that cross the iignre, even though the black white a.ncl white black 
:36 
edges ha.ve opposite contrast polarity, or direction--ofcontrast. Likewise, \he intermediate 
gray of the disks creates alternating black gray and white gray edges that have opposite 
direction--of contrast, yet group into unitary disk boundaries. 'fhus \he boundary system 
pools signals frorn opposite directions of contrast \o bridge textured and ::;haded contrast 
polarity reversals. [Adapted frorn 1\anizsa (1979).] 
Figure 10. (a) Macwcircuit of monocular and binocular interaction;; of the boundary 
contour system (BCS) and the feature contour syc;tem (FCS): Left eye and right eye rnonoc-
ular preprocessing stages (1\IJP Land MPH) send parallel pathways \o the BCS (boxes with 
vertical lines, designating oriented responses) along pathways 1, and to the FCS (boxes 
with three pairs of circles, designating opponent colors) along pathways 2. The monocular 
signals BCS~, and BC:Sn activate simple cells which, in turn, a.ctivatc pa.thwa.ys, la.bclccl 3 
and iJ, to generate a binocular boundary scgrncnta.tion using the complex, bypcrconiplcx, 
and bipolc cell interactions of Figure l :3. 'T'lrc binocular segmentation gcnercltc's output 
signal::; to the monocular .Filling-lJ1 Doma.ins, or FlDOs, of the FCS via pathways labeled 
6. This interaction cap1,mc::; and fills-in tho:::c monocular FCS signals frorn pa.tlnvays 5 
that arc consistent with the binocular boundaries, and suppresses binocularly incon:::istcnt 
FCS signals. In this way, the monocular FCS signals are separated into distinct surface 
depths. Reciprocal FCS----+ BCS interactions along pathways 7 cnh.ance consistent bound-
aries and suppress boundaric;s corresponding to more distant surface:::. 'l'he monocular 
FCS signals arc al:::o binocularly matched via pathway0 8 at the binocular FlDOs. In 
addition, the :::urviving FCS signals at the monocular FIDOs use pathways 'l to inhibit 
redundant FCS signals from pathways 8 at rnorc distant surfaces than their own. The our·· 
viving FCS signals interact with augrnentcd binocular HCS signa.ls frorn pa.thway;; I 0 to 
flll-in a. multiplc-sca.lcsurface representation of r'ornr-And-Color-And-JJEpth, or F;\(:1\lJE. 
Processing stages lVJPL and MP/l arc compared with LGN da.ta; the 0irnplc-complcx cell 
interaction with VI data; the hyperconrplcx-bipole interaction with V2 and (possibly) 
\hi data., notably about Jntcrstripe;;; the monocular FCS interaction with Blob and Thin 
Stripe data; and the FACADE representation with ViJ data (see Figure 8). [Adapted from 
Grossberg (l9~H) with perrnission.] 
Figure 11. (a.) Contour map::: depicting the percentage of trials in which apparent motion 
of an illusory contour was reported a;; a function of stirnnlus duration and lSl. black: 8:) · 
100%; mid-grey: 70 ·· 85%; light grey: cr5- 70%; blank, less than 55%. [Used with perm is 
sion from l\lather ( 1 988).] (b) Ccnnputcr :::imulation of upper and lower JSJ thre;;holcl;; as 
a. function of stirnulus duration. (c) Upper lSI thresholds for perceiving illuc;ory contour 
apparent motion for subjects and the simulation. T'he simulation tlrrc:;holds fall between 
the data of' the :::ubjects. For each :::ubject and the sirnula.tion, maxirnallSJ takes a peak 
value a\ an intennecliate stirnulu::: duration. [Reprinted with pcrrnission from Francis and 
Grossberg (1.99Ga).] 
Figure 12. Upper and lower lSI thresholds as a. function of spatial separation for three 
c;tirmrlus durations. Increasing llash duration decreases the threshold lSI values. The upper 
1ST thre:::hold decreases with spatial separation and the lower lSI threshold increase:; with 
il7 
spatial separation. (a) Psychophysical data. [Redrawn from 1\olers (1972) after data from 
Neuhaus (1930).] (b) Simulated lSI threshold values. [Reprinted with permission from 
Francis and Grossberg (1996a).] 
Figure 13. Boundary Contonr Systcn1 with embedded gated dipole;;. Sec l.cxl. for details. 
[Reprinted with pcrrni;;;;ion frorn Franci;; and Gro;;sberg (1996a).] 
Figure 14. The ;;ustained cell short-range filter. Inputs arc spa.t.ioternporally filtered by 
sustained cells with individual oriented receptive fields and temporal filtering characteris-
tics that are cleterrnincd by the dynamics of a ;;hunting rnembrane equation. The output of 
f)ach sustained cell is rectified and thrcsholded. The output;; of a spatia.lly aligned array of 
cells with like orientation, din,ction-of-contrast, and direction-of. motion arc pooled. The 
breadth of the spatial pooling scales with the size of the simple cell receptive ficlcls, as in 
Panels a and b. [Rc.printed with pcnni;;sion frorn Crossbcrg a.nd Rucki (1992).] (c). Visual 
inertia in apparent motion measured by Anstis and Ramachandran (HJ87). (Ambiguous 
apparent motion was biased by priming dots, and the degree of bias [inertia.] was rncasured 
a.s a function of the~ intcrstirnrrhrs interval [lSI] between the priming clot and test. The bias 
induced by the prinring dot;; was about 12% at short ISis and fell rnonotonically to about 
7% for ISis exceeding:)()() mo. [Reprinted with pennission from Anstis and Ramachandran 
(1987).] 
Figure 15. Response;; over tirne or transient on and off cells. (a) On-cell responses arc 
formed from the po;;itivc-rcctificcl and thrcsholdcd tirne derivative of a ;;patioternporally 
filtered irna.gc. The spatia.! filtc.r has a.n unoricntccl on-center, ofF-surround receptive field. 
The temporal filter is based mr the dynamics of a. shunting rnernbranc c:qua.tion that 
t.irne averages the spatially filtered input. 'J'he on-cell thus produces a t.irnc-a.vcra.ged 
rcspon;;c to an incrcnrent. in t.lrc input. (b) Of[ cells are formed frorn the ncgative·rect.ificcl 
and thresholdcd l.inlc-a.vercrgcd response to a decrement. in the input. [1\.cprirrted with 
permission frorn Grossberg and Rudel (1992).] 
Figure 16. Transient cell gating of sustained cell activities to prodllcc directionally 
sensitive responses. The 0lrort-rangc filter, which is constructccl frorn like-oriented simple 
cells, responds anrbiguously to a contrast. pattern (clark-light in the illustration) moving 
either to the right or to the left. 'J'his ambiguity of rnol.ion direction is climina.tccl by 
gating tire slrort··ra.ngc filter response with either a transient. on-cdl response (to produce 
a. left-motion signal) or a transient. ofr-ccll response (to produce a right-motion signal). 
[Hcprint.ed with pcnnis;;ion rrorn Gro;;sbcrg and H.udd (1992).] 
Figure 17. Cornhination or like clirection-of-motion actJvJlJc;; across ;;pace by a. long· 
range Gaussian Jilt.er. Local clircction-scnsitivc responses of opposite clirec.tion-of-contrast, 
over a range of orientations, are gatccl by transient cells o[ opposite types t.o produce like 
il8 
direction-of-motion signals. T'hcse local signals arc combined by a. long-range Gaussian 
spatial kernel to produce a spatially broad pattern of activity across the Level 5 network. 
'I'his broad pattern is then contrast enhanced by a competitive, or lateral inhibitory, 
interaction. 'I'hc contrast cnhancerncnt restores positional information. [Reprinted with 
pcnnission from Grossberg and Rudel (HJ92).] 
Figure 18. lvioclcl of form and motion integration. Oriented boundary signals in the BCS 
feed into like-oriented sustained cells and unoriented transient cells in the MOC Filter. 
[Reprinted with pennission from Francis and Grossberg (l996a).] 
Figure 19. Cornputer sirnulation of how the IVJOC Filter with BCS input responds to an 
illusory contour apparent motion display. (a) 'I'hc stimuli consists of two sets of illusory 
contour inducers. (b) Level I activities in the MOC Filter do not create illusory contour;;. 
(c) Boundary ;;ignals generated by the BCS create an illusory contour between the two 
indnccrs. ( cl) Local motion signals at Level 4 cells. 'I'hc tall spike;; arc rcspon;;cs to 
the luminous inducers, while the smaller curves arc produced by the illu;;ory contours 
gcnerat,c)d by the HC'S. (c) Response of Level 5 global motion cells. 'fhe activity shifts 
continuously via a G-wavc frorn the location of the first illusory contour to the location 
of the second illusory contour. [Reprinted with pcnnission from Francis and Grossberg 
(19%a).] 
Figure 20. G··wavc sl.rcng1J1 for illusory contours as stimulus duration and lSI varies. 
lntcro;cctions between C:-wavc strength cmvcs and the thre;;holcl rnark upper and lower lSI 
thresholds. [H.cprinwd with permission fron1 Francis and Grossberg (l9DGa).] 
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